
     Recently renovated country house with
stable, private pools, and views in
Albatera/Crevillente

 

 +34 966 932 436

 +34 622 222 939

Ramon Gallud, 171, Torrevieja 03182
  http://www.talmarproperty.com/

    Ref. N:21-K07/776
€ 330 000

Bedrooms: 4
Bathrooms : 2
S: 189m2

Land: 2000m2

  Design and Interior
built-in wardrobes
Equiped Kitchen

  Layout and decoration
Fireplace
Gym
Basement
Storage room

  Territory
Barbacue area
Public swimming pool

  Distance
Beach:30 km. m.
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This stunning rustic finca in Albatera offers a unique opportunity for
those seeking a life of luxury and tranquillity in an incomparable natural
setting. Recently refurbished inside, this property shines with a new
splendour and is ready to be enjoyed by its lucky new owners. With a
living area of 182 square metres and set on a plot of 2000 square
metres, this property is perfect for those who value space and
privacy.~~The main house has three spacious double bedrooms, two
full bathrooms and a guest toilet, offering exceptional comfort for family
or guests. It also has two fitted kitchens, making it ideal for those who
enjoy gourmet cooking or desire the possibility of multi-family
living.~~Horse lovers will find a paradise on this finca, which has a
stable for three horses and an equestrian arena, making it a perfect
home for equines and their owners alike.~~In addition to these unique
features, the property also offers a wide range of additional amenities,
including a wine cellar, two private swimming pools to enjoy at any time
of the day, disabled access and air conditioning.~~The exterior of the
property is equally impressive, with a barbecue area ideal for outdoor
gatherings, a gym for those wishing to keep fit and a beautiful garden
with mature trees and views of the surrounding mountains.~~With a
rural location offering peace and serenity, yet only 6 kilometres from the
towns of Crevillente and Albatera, this finca combines the best of both
worlds: the tranquillity of the countryside and the convenience of nearby
urban amenities.~~This property is perfect for those seeking luxury
living in a stunning natural setting. ~Don't miss the opportunity to make



your dreams of country living with all modern comforts come true -
contact us today to arrange a viewing!~~
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